The increased on demand from orbiting satellites in operation according to the National Institute for Space Research's satellite program has motivated continuous improvement safety in the planning of routine operations in order to ensure the integrity of satellites in orbit. Therefore, we propose a mathematical model based on artificial intelligence concepts, which uses algorithms developed for machine learning in the analysis of operational data to predict future states of satellites. The application developed from this data mining predictive model is also presented as an alternative to expensive simulators to perform prediction of satellites operating conditions, reducing costs of control activities of the satellites in orbit.
I. Introduction
here is general interest in automating satellite control operations related to the task of controlling multiple satellites in INPE ´s Space Program. However, depending on the demand for satellites in orbit, would become impossible a critical analysis of flight operation plans generated to control each satellite, before the actual execution. Thus, it becomes necessary to advance in safely on the planning of satellite operations to meet this growing demand, using simulators to perform predictions of operational satellite states and assist experts in the evaluation of each plan that controls the flight operations of satellites.
However, the high cost associated with the acquisition or development of satellite simulators at INPE, has motivated the search for a solution combining efficiency and low cost. In this sense, a software tool based on mathematical analysis to make predictions of operational satellite states is being proposed. Designed to emulate a simulator in the task of generating predictions of operational states, it can be used as a tool to support decision making, helping experts in evaluating the flight plans.
The mathematical modeling of tool, based on algorithms developed in area of artificial intelligence dedicated for machine learning. The predictive model of the satellite states generated, perform the classification according levels of security defined by experts, due to the behavior of the critical power supply subsystem, directly affected by commands contained in the control activities of the satellites in orbit.
Hence, contributing to the improvement in security in the planning of operations, the proposed software tool contributes to the assurance the integrity of satellites in orbit, presenting as an alternative to the costly simulators, in the predictions of satellite operational states. This paper presents in the following section some concepts related to the planning of the control activities for satellite in orbit. Section 3 describes the tool proposed to advance in safety on operations planning. Section 4 shows an overview of the software architecture and discusses some data mining techniques of classification for data prediction to design the tool. Section 5 presents a discussion about of performance between classifiers algorithms to determine the classification model that provides greater accuracy to predict satellite future states. Conclusions are presented in Section 6.
II. Planning of Satellite Control Operations
The planning of control operations of space missions and ground segment activities for the planning, execution and control of the satellite in orbit are included in the flight operation plan. Each flight operation plan aims to maintain the satellite in orbit, working to achieve the goals of the mission, containing all the necessary information to control the satellite, such as: procedures for flight control, procedures for recovery of contingencies, rules, plans and schedules. All activities included in a flight operation plan have as their starting point the passage of the satellite 1 Space Science and Atmosphere (CEA) -prima@laser.inpe.br. 2 Satellite Control and Tracking Center (CRC) -mauricio@ccs.inpe.br T over the Earth station. The amount of time that a satellite is visible to a given Earth station determines the set of flight operations that should be performed during each pass. Among the activities to control for this period is the sending of commands from the ground (telecommand), and the reception of telemetry which indicates the general state of the satellite.
The set of actions contained in a plan to be sent acts directly on data critical to maintenance of the satellite integrity such as data related to power supply subsystem. In this way, depending on the demand for satellites in orbit, a careful validation of these plans can become unviable.
To improve safety in the planning of satellites control operations, the use of satellite simulators are indicated in the literature produced by the space community, because simulators are able to represent accurately the satellite behavior. However, the development of simulators involves high cost due to the modeling construction of the one or more subsystems, considering all the rules, restrictions and also the generation of the satellite knowledge base by experts 
III. Tool to Advance in Safety on Operations Planning
To advance in safety on operations planning, a software tool called Architecture of Generation Diagnostic was designed as an alternative to use of simulators for predicting satellites operational states 2 . Based on mathematical analysis, the tool has ability to analyze large amounts of satellite telemetry data in orbit. The Fig. 1 shows as the tool acts in operations planning.
Prognosis of states is provided by the tool, indicating the level of operational safety and also as the general state of the satellite must evolve, providing support to operations planners in the planning of routine operations ( Fig. 1) . It is designed on the basis of appropriate assurance techniques for space systems 3 . The mathematical model of prediction, classifies operational states, from the comparison between the telemetry values coming from satellite with telemetry values and respective operating states classified and stored in a database previously supervised by experts, according to the model that describes the power supply subsystem.
IV. Construction of Mathematical Model for Prediction
Prediction is one of the basic inference tasks in time models, in which the posterior distribution on the future state is calculated, given all the evidence to date. Predictive models have been widely used for building tools to support decision making.
Data mining is a method, in which the ultimate goal is prediction, and represents a process developed to examine routinely large amounts of data collected in search of consistent patterns and/or systematic relationships between variables. Techniques for finding and describing structural patterns in data have developed within a field known as machine learning, where different styles of learning appear, depending on the data mining application. Those applications where the predictive model requires a judgment needed to inform future decisions, a classification learning scheme takes a set of classified examples (training data) from which it is expected to learn a way of classifying unseen examples (test data) 4 . A classification technique (or classifier) is a systematic approach to building classification models from an input data set. Each technique employs a learning algorithm to identify a model that best fits the relationship between the attribute set (input) and class label (output) of the input data. The model generated by a learning algorithm should both fit the input data well and correctly predict the class labels of records it has never seen before. Therefore, a key Table 1 . Input data from the virtual satellite XSAT objective of the learning algorithm is to build models with good generalization capability; i.e., models that accurately predict the class labels of previously unknown records 5 . To construct the prediction model most suitable for classification of the satellites operational states, it is necessary to perform a process of knowledge discovery in supervised databases of satellites. Thus, an architecture formed by software components and the sequence between them, which compose the process steps for the diagnostic generation was designed.
The architecture of the tool is shown in Fig.  2 and the process steps are described in the following sections.
A. Construction of Supervised Database
A dataset with 214 records (instances) of classified examples is partially shown in Table 6 . These input data used as study case, consists on attribute set of telemetries, parameters and operational limits of a simplified model of a Power Supply Subsystem (PSS) of a virtual satellite XSAT 6 . Each telemetry data record is associated with classification of satellite security levels SAFE2 and SAFE3 (STATE class label).
B. Processing datasets using the machine learning algorithms
The supervised dataset shown on the Table 1 was used as set of input data for learning algorithms. A method to random subsampling called cross-validation.was used to handle the input set for all classifiers algorithm 7 . Due to the proven effectiveness was selected the 10-fold cross-validation method, which the data was segmented into 10 equalsized partitions. During each run, one of the partitions is chosen for testing, while the rest of them are used for training. This procedure is repeated 10 times so that each partition is used for test exactly once. Each one of the six classifiers algorithms (Fig. 2) , suitable for binary classification, represents a different classification learning scheme (Table 2) , generating its own classification model. The classifiers algorithms used are an integral part of the Waikato Environment for Knowledge Analysis (WEKA), a suite of machine learning software written in Java, containing the same evaluation module used to evaluate the performance of the classifier 4 . The Figure 3 below shows the output of J48 one of the classifier used to prognosis of the satellite state, which to begin with the decision tree model, number of rules founded and size of the tree. Also, performance statistics measures are included as correctly and incorrectly classified instances, error functions.
C. Evaluation of classifiers
As algorithms classifiers used are based on different methods of predictive classification (Table 2) , the classification of the satellite states for the same set of training data and test (Table 1) presented differences in performance between the six classifiers. The performance measurements are obtained from a defined set of statistical functions to evaluate a classifier 8 .
Therefore, the inductors used include the same routine containing these functions, as shown in Fig. 3 Hence, it became necessary to include in the tool architecture (Fig. 2 ) a procedure for comparing the classifiers performance, in order to select the predictive model with better perform in the classification of the satellite states to unknown instances (data test).
Performance evaluation of a classifier is based on the counts of test records correctly and incorrectly predicted by the model. These counts are tabulated in a table know as confusion matrix. The Table 3 shows the confusion matrix of the six classifiers (Table 2 ), used to classify XSAT satellite states. Each entry e ij in the Table 3 denotes the number of records from class SAFE3 predicted to be class SAFE2. For instance, e ji is the number of records from class SAFE2 predicted incorrectly predicted as SAFE3. Thus, based on the entries in the confusion matrix, the total number of correct predictions and total number of incorrect predictions of each model was calculated 4 . From these matrix elements is possible also get the performance metrics such as accuracy for each model and the error rate values, shown in Table 4 .
Most classification algorithms seek models that attain the highest accuracy, or equivalently, the lowest error rate. Then, evaluating in terms of percentages, the accuracy and error rate values for each classifier, we can say that the classifier NaiveBayes shows the better accuracy value (96,2%) and minor error rate (3,7%) followed of the SMO classifier (95,7%) and (4,2%). The worse accuracy and error rate associated was the J48 classifier (94,4%) and (5,6%).
Other key measure for evaluating classifiers is Kappa statistics or Kappa coefficient. A measure of agreement used in nominal scale, that gives us an idea of how much the observations deviate from those expected due to chance, giving us so how legitimate interpretations are. This observer disagreement is indicated by how observers classify individual subjects into the same category on the measurement scale. During in run, each classifier assigned items to one of two classes SAFE3 and SAFE2, but the number of individuals assigned to each class by classifier are disagree (see Table 3 ).
The values of Kappa are interpreted as the maximum of 1 when agreement is perfect, 0 when agreement is no better than chance and negative values when agreement is worse than chance. Other values can be roughly interpreted as 9 : (Table 3 ) and then adjusts these values for the amount of agreement that could be expected due to chance alone. In Table 5 , the kappa coefficient values of each classifier are reported and interpreted.
When the results of accuracy, error rate or kappa among classifiers show very similar or even identical, as observed in KStar and JRip, becomes necessary to use other statistics functions for additional measures to evaluate classifiers Table 6 below: 
V. Discussion
The results of the performance metrics presented in Table 4 show that all classifiers had accuracy in the classification of states around 95% and an error rate around 5%.
The kappa values were within the range (0.81 to 1), whose interpretation of the agreement defines the number of correct answers very close to the maximum value of 1 ( Figure 4 below:
The results indicate that all the classification models used showed reliability around 95% in the prediction. However, for this case study, the stochastic classifier algorithm NaiveBayes presented better results, indicating the Bayesian method as the best classification model generated to predict future satellite states with a confidence degree higher than 96%.
However, the modifications in telemetry and parameters describing the power supply for each satellite, become necessary to perform again the processing machine learning data sets using the algorithms and evaluate of classifiers for determining the classification model with the highest accuracy, explaining the sequence of components in Figure 2 .
VI. Conclusion
Designed as an alternative to use of expensive simulators to predict operational states of satellites in orbit, this paper presented to build the mathematical model of a prediction tool, based on machine learning algorithms and data mining techniques in artificial intelligence, to obtain a model able to provide greater accuracy in the diagnosis of these states, to increase security in maintaining the integrity of the satellite.
Thus, it was realized a comparative study of performance between classifiers algorithms used in data prediction to determine the classification model that provides greater accuracy to predict satellite future states. The classification model consist on the design of a prediction tool, developed to performs data prediction of a critical platform subsystem, directly affected by the actions contained in each flight operation plan generated to control and track satellites. In addition, the tool assists experts in impact analysis of each plan's action on the satellite behavior.
Other significant contribution of the Diagnosis Generator tool is related to decision support making, providing effective support to experts, and representing an advance in safety of the satellite control activities, especially considering multiple launchings planned for the near future, when a careful evaluation of these plans, before real execution would be impossible.
